HARDWARE TERMS

General
- Certain other phones, phone adapters, ADSL/3G gateways and related devices may be supplied on request. Please contact us should you have a specific query.
- The pricing is effective 22 November 2017 and is subject to change without notice.
- Hardware pricing is subject to the Exchange Rate. Pricing not reflected on the Switch Telecom website needs to be confirmed with a Switch Telecom representative and confirmed via email.
- Pricing is subject to the Exchange Rate.
- Supply of all items is subject to stock availability.
- Errors and omissions excluded.
- Delivery is generally not available to farms or sites without a clear and identifiable street address. In such instances, please arrange for delivery to the nearest proper street address or post office.

Subscriber Purchases
- Free delivery to most South African cities and towns when ordered with Switch Telecom VoIP service(s).
- A surcharge will however be charged for delivery to Chain Stores, Mines, Power Stations, Plots, Farms, Trust Areas, Townships, Game Reserves, National Parks, Hospitals, Government Departments, Remote Areas.
- No minimum order value.
- All orders above R5,000 and must be paid for in full before goods will be dispatched.
- Credit-approved clients may order on account provided the order does not exceed R5,000.
- Clients who have not been credit-approved must pay in full before goods will be dispatched.

Non-subscriber Purchases
- Switch Telecom’s phones are intended for use with the Switch Telecom network. Pricing is accordingly highly discounted and the range includes SIP (VoIP) compliant phones only. Where the phones are ordered by a non-subscriber to our services the following conditions shall apply:
  - Minimum order value: R5,000.
  - Delivery charge: R100.00 (R86.96+VAT) plus R50.00 (R43.48+VAT) per item.
  - Terms: EFT payment must have cleared before goods will be released.
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